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Regulating Small Public Service Vehicles in Ireland: Is There a 
Problem of Oversupply? 

 
 
 
 

Paul K Gorecki∗ 

Abstract:  The small public service vehicle (SPSV) market in Ireland appears to have adjusted 
well to the changed economic circumstances. The reduction in demand for SPSV services 
occasioned by the recession has been met by a price and quantity adjustment. Prices are 
regularly discounted off the regulated maximum fare, while the number of SPSV operators 
has dropped by about 6 per cent per year since 2010. Estimates of oversupply of 13 to 22 
per cent, albeit arguably biased upwards, are likely to be eliminated by the end of 
2013/early 2014 at the earliest, and 2015/16 at the latest.  Strategies have been put in place 
to deal with non-compliance with social welfare and tax rules. Hence for the Taxi Regulation 
Review Group in its December 2011 Report to base recommendations for extensive policy 
intervention on the view: (i) that there is considerable oversupply of SPSV services; (ii) that 
this is influenced in an important way by non-compliant operators; and, (iii) there is low exit 
from the industry is incorrect. Indeed, these recommendations which are being 
implemented, while no doubt containing sensible suggestions with regard to wheelchair 
accessible services and rural hackney services, at the same time will have the effect of 
reducing the flexibility of the SPSV market based on a model that seeks to favour the role of 
full time taxi operator.  When combined with the 2010 prohibition on the issuing of new taxi 
and hackney licences, there is a real danger that when the economy revives and demand for 
SPSV services increases that there will be increased waiting times as they were in the 1990s 
when taxi numbers were restricted. There is an urgent need to reconsider these policy 
initiatives.  
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Regulating Small Public Service Vehicles in Ireland: Is There a Problem 
of Oversupply? 

1. Introduction 

The recession which started in 2008 is likely to adversely affect all sectors of the Irish 
economy, including transport.  In the case of small public service vehicles (SPSV), most of 
which are taxis,1 the recession has led to a drastic decline in demand for SPSV services, 
longer hours of work and lower hourly returns.2  When sectors are subject to such stress, 
firms and workers often seek government intervention to provide shelter and protection 
from market forces.3 Providers of SPSV services in Ireland, for example, demanded a 
moratorium on the issuing of new licences.4 This paper provides a case study of Irish 
government policy towards SPSVs in the face of the recession. How did government respond 
to demands for protection? How did the government balance the regulatory aims of 
consumer welfare with producer driven demands? What methodology was used to evaluate 
these demands? Did the circumstances merit the policy prescription of the government?  
What are the wider lessons of the Irish experience? 

The issue of the appropriate response to the impact of the recession on the SPSV market 
was addressed by the Taxi Regulation Review Group (TRRG), created as result of a 
Government decision taken in June 2011.  The TRRG was chaired by the Minister of State for 
Public and Commuter Transport (the Minister).  The TRRG was composed of 18 other 
persons drawn from a wide array of SPSV interests, including producers, consumers, and 
regulators.  The TRRG, in its December 2011 report, recommended 46 actions that envisaged 
“the strengthening of qualitative controls of SPSV licensing, improved standards and 
effective enforcement” (TRRG, 2011, p. iii). The reintroduction of quantitative restrictions, 
which had been abolished in 2000, was not recommended (ibid, p. iii).5  The TRRG also took 
the view that the National Transport Authority (NTA), which is the independent body 
responsible for the regulation of SPSVs,6 needs to “ensure that the market operates as 
efficiently as possible in order to encourage better balance of supply and demand” (ibid, p. 
iii). 

The rationale for many of the TRGG’s recommendations was grounded in commissioned 
research7 that, according to the TRRG (2011, p. ii), shows: 

  
1  For details see Indecon (2011, Table 3.2, p. 38).  In Section 2 the definition and breakdown of the various 

categories of SPSV is presented. 
2  Goodbody (2009a) characterises the situation. 
3  This issue is addressed in Gorecki (2012). 
4  The demands usually refer to taxi licences.  
5 The TRRG do not, however, comment on the fact that since 2010 there has been a prohibition on new taxi 

and hackney licences, an issue discussed in Section 2.   
6  A statutory body, the Commission on Taxi Regulation (CTR) was established in 2004 to regulate all aspects of 

the SPSV market in Ireland.  In 2011 the CTR became part of the NTA.  Section 2 discusses this in more detail. 
7  The research was commissioned by the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport for the TRRG.  The 

research was undertaken by Indecon International Economic Consultants (Indecon).  For details see: 
http://www.indecon.ie/.  
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• “… on a national level oversupply is estimated … to be in the range of 13-22% of the 
current SPSV fleet.” 

• “ .. the level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non-compliant operators in 
the sector” 

• “and by the low levels of exit from the industry.” 
 

The qualitative recommendations of the TRRG were designed to deliver a quantitative result 
of reducing capacity through encouraging exit such that demand and supply would be in 
better balance.  These recommendations are in the process of being implemented, with the 
NTA playing a key role.8  This paper questions whether the research does indeed establish 
that there is oversupply in the SPSV market, as well as the validity of the reasons put 
forward for this state of affairs. 

The paper is divided into seven sections including the introduction.  Section 2 provides an 
overview of developments in the SPSV market, together with their implications, since the 
liberalisation of entry.  In addressing whether or not there is overcapacity or oversupply we 
divide the discussion in three parts.  First, in Section 3, we define the term and consider why, 
a priori, there might be excess capacity in the Irish SPSV market.  In other words, what 
mechanism(s) leads to oversupply?  Are they credible? Second, in Section 4, given that there 
are valid reasons for oversupply, what methods are used to derive the estimate of 13-22 per 
cent of the SPSV fleet?  Third, Section 5 examines the issue of excess supply that might arise 
through non-compliant SPSV operators.  In addressing these three issues, the discussion 
centres on the commissioned research conducted by Indecon (2011), which appears as an 
annex to the TRRG report.  Indecon (2011, p. i) was specifically tasked with examining the 
issue of oversupply in the SPSV market. It was a central part of its terms of reference.  
Section 6 considers the impact of the TRRG recommendations on the SPSV market.  Section 
7 concludes by addressing the questions posed above in relation to government policy. 

2. The Small Public Service Vehicle Market  

The term small public service vehicle (SPSV) refers collectively to taxis,9 wheelchair 
accessible taxis (WAT),10 hackneys11 and limousines.12  The vast majority of SPSVs are taxis 
(76 per cent in 2011), followed by hackneys (14 per cent), with the remaining two categories 
  
8  The NTA has formed a dedicated unit to implement the recommendations, For details see: 

http://www.nationaltransport.ie/taxi-and-bus-licensing/taxi/taxi-review-implementation/.  Accessed 1 May 
2012. 

9  A taxi is defined as “an SPSV licensed to carry up to eight passengers which can ply for hire on the street or 
stand for hire at taxi ranks or to be called out or pre-booked by a passenger” (Goodbody, 2009a, p. 5). 

10  A taxi “which meets a number of additional vehicle specifications to allow use by persons using their 
wheelchairs” (ibid, p. 5). 

11  A hackney is “an SPSV licensed to carry up to eight passengers which must be pre-booked privately and 
cannot ply for hire on the street or stand at taxi ranks.  The fare must be agreed in advance with the 
customer.  Hackneys may not use the bus lanes.” (ibid, p. 4). 

12  A limousine is “an SPSV licensed to carry up to eight passengers which must be pre-booked privately and 
cannot ply for hire on the street or stand at taxi ranks.  The fare must be agreed in advance with the 
customer.  A limousine must be suited by its style and condition to be used for ceremonial, corporate or 
other prestige purposes.” (ibid, p. 4). 

http://www.nationaltransport.ie/taxi-and-bus-licensing/taxi/taxi-review-implementation/
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accounting for about 5 per cent each.13  Since quantitative restraints on taxis were removed 
in late 2000 as a result of a High Court judgment,14 the number of SPSVs has increased from 
13,637 in 2000 to 24,120 in 2011 or by 77 per cent.15  Since liberalisation taxis have grown at 
a much faster rate than hackneys, whose market share of SPSVs declined from 69 per cent in 
2000 (Goodbody, 2009a, p. 35).  The differing growth rates of taxis and hackneys reflects the 
fact that prior to liberalisation in 2000, quantitative controls applied to taxis,16 but not to 
hackneys, as well as to the fact that a taxi is much more flexible in terms of, for example, 
where it can pick-up passengers.17 

The regulatory regime for SPSVs has evolved considerably since liberalisation in 2000.  A 
statutorily independent national Commission for Taxi Regulation (CTR) was established in 
September 2004, whose functions were subsumed into the National Transport Authority 
(NTA) on 1st January 2011.  The CTR took over regulation from the local authorities.  The CTR 
(and NTA) is guided by a set of nine statutory objectives including “to encourage and 
promote competition in relation to services (including fares) offered by” SPSVs and “to 
promote the development of high quality cost effective services … [by SPSVs] which meet a 
range of customer needs including those of passengers with mobility or sensory 
impairments.”18  The CTR has wide ranging powers to fulfil its statutory objectives including 
setting maximum fares, vehicle standards, vehicle inspections, and the granting of licences 
to SPSV drivers. 

The CTR introduced a national taximeter area and a national maximum taxi fare in 2006 to 
replace the existing 34 independent taximeter areas for which local authorities had 
previously set SPSV fares.19  The purpose was to “establish a single, simple transparent 
system across the country” (PA, 2010, p. 3).  The maximum fare has Standard and Premium 
rates with the latter reflecting unsocial hours (i.e. between 20:00 hrs and 08:00 hrs).  The 
fare, which is reviewed every two years, is based on a number of factors including a cost 
index – the dynamic taxi cost index.  In 2008 fares were raised in line with this index.  In the 
fare review for 2010, although the cost index had declined by 1.8 per cent, no change in 
fares was recommended by PA (2010, p. 32) and this was accepted by the CTR. 

In 2008 the CTR commissioned a wide ranging review of the SPSV market that had the twin 
objectives of a “review of the trends shaping the general environment in which the industry 
operates” and to “assess the economic impact of liberalisation of the SPSV sector, in 

  
13  Indecon (2011, Table 3.2, p. 38).  
14  Murphy (2000).  For a discussion of the situation pre-2000 see Fingleton et al (1998) and Kenny and McNutt 

(1998); for subsequent developments see Barrett (2003) and Goodbody (2009a). 
15  Indecon (2011, Figure 3.1, p. 36; Table 3.2, p. 38). The number of SPSV licences for 2011 refers to August 

2011, while the data for 2000 refers to December 2000.  
16  These constraints were binding as demonstrated by the fact that taxi licences traded for substantial sums, 

peaking at IR£90,000 in 2000 (Barrett, 2003, Table 2, p. 35). 
17  On the pre-liberalisation period see Kenny & McNutt (1998, p. 4) who point out that hackney licences were 

only restricted for a short time in 1991/92 when a moratorium was in place.  The definitions of a hackney and 
a taxi set out above describe these differences.  Part of the increase in the number of taxis after 2000 is likely 
to be due to hackneys switching to being a taxi. 

18  Section 9 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003. 
19  Goodbody (2009a, p. 14). 
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particular on the supply, demand and industry earnings” (Goodbody, 2009a, p. 6).  The 
review carefully examined supply, demand, competition, service quality, regulation 
(including the rationale for regulation), and consumer benefits in terms of reducing waiting 
times.  The review found that drivers were working longer hours and that earnings were 
below the average industrial wage.  The review found that liberalisation had resulted in 
significant benefit to consumers, which was most evident in reduced waiting times 
estimated at €780 million in money terms (ibid, p. 84).  The review did not consider that a 
moratorium on issuing new licenses was justified, although external costs associated with 
the SPSV sector in terms of congestion and environmental impacts were acknowledged (ibid, 
p. 85).  In concluding the review argued that the market failure approach currently being 
employed matched that advocated by the OECD and World Bank in terms of the emphasis 
on “the value of quality regulation combined with entry deregulation” (ibid, p. 88). 

Taxi drivers mounted selected blockades of traffic20 and occupied the offices of the CTR21 in 
protest against the refusal of the Goodbody Review to countenance a moratorium.  The CTR 
and a representative of Goodbody appeared before the Joint Oireachtas Committee on 
Transport on 25th March 2009 to discuss the review.  The Chairman of the Committee and 
several of the Members challenged the Goodbody Review’s conclusions and methodology.22  
The Committee in July 2009 made a series of recommendations in relation to SPSVs 
including a three year moratorium on the issuing of new licenses.  The Committee felt that 
such a moratorium would be the best way to deliver “a higher quality, more efficient and 
superior service” (Houses of the Oireachtas, 2009). 

In June 2010 the CTR instituted, via secondary legislation, a prohibition, not a moratorium, 
on the issuing of new taxi and hackney licences.23  The prohibition did not apply, however, to 
three classes of SPSV licences: two existing classes, WATs and limousines; and a third new 
SPSV category, wheelchair accessible hackneys (WAH).24  The prohibition was not time 
limited or linked to any specific target (e.g. proportion of SPSV licenses that are wheelchair 
accessible).  This was inconsistent with the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA), undertaken by 
the CTR to support this policy, that referred to “[S]pecific targets or timeframes would be 
set” (CTR, 2009a, p. 18).25  At the same time the CTR prohibited the transfer of taxi and WAT 

  
20  In Dublin for example the airport was blockaded between 7 am to 11 am on 20 March and 1 April 2009.  

Based on statements by the SIPTU, a union representing SPSV drivers, press reports and personal 
observation. 

21  In March 2010 two individuals were the subject of a High Court order to leave the building in which the CTR 
was located.  Based on press reports. 

22  For a discussion see Gorecki (2009, pp. 29-31).  Note that the Committee comments did not appear to be 
based on a careful consideration of the evidence.  For example, one elected representative relied on 
conversations with a small number of taxi drivers as compared to a survey of the industry conducted by 
Goodbody (2009a). 

23  The material in this paragraph is based on S. I. No. 250 of 2010, Taxi Regulation Act 2003 (Grant of Taxi 
Licences) (Amendment) Regulations 2010.  

24  A WAH is a hackney that satisfies certain conditions in order to be able to transport a wheelchair. 
25  It is the case, however, at the time the prohibition was introduced the CTR referred to monitoring the entry 

into the SPSV market to ensure effective competition (CTR, 2009b), while reference is made to the rationale 
for the prohibition in terms of only seeking “to bring the stock of new vehicles over the next number of years 
to offset potential loss of numbers caused by the necessary introduction of new quality standards” (CTR, 
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licences issued after June 2010, while existing taxi licences can only be transferred on one 
further occasion and it must be to a vehicle that is less than three years old.  

Impact of Prohibition on New Taxi & Hackney Licences 

The impact of these changes is likely to reduce the supply of new SPSVs, raise the cost of 
SPSV services to consumers and reduce service quality, measured in waiting times.  
Wheelchair accessible vehicles have both higher fixed (65 to 91 per cent) and variable (27 
per cent for fuel) costs compared to standard saloons.26  The lower annual license fee for a 
WAT does not offset these higher costs.27  In September 2011 limited funding was 
introduced to assist new licence holders to purchase a wheelchair accessible vehicle.28  In 
entering the SPSV market a firm will consider the likely return.  For a WAT entrant with 
higher fixed and variable costs than a taxi, they are likely to defer entry until returns increase 
so that it is profitable to enter.  At the present time the SPSV market is experiencing 
considerable price discounting by taxis.29  Hence it would be reasonable to expect very 
limited new WAT/WAH entry.  

The evidence is consistent with this prediction, as shown in Table 1, not only in absolute 
terms but also compared to limousines, the only other SPSV category exempt from the 
prohibition on issuing new SPSV licences.30   Furthermore, if attention is paid to the net 
position (i.e. entry – exits) then the number of WAT/WAH licences declined by 206 between 
August 2010 and August 2011, while their share of all SPSVs fell from 5.7 per cent in August 
2010 to 5.3 per cent in August 2011 (Indecon, 2011, p. iv).  To reach the CTR (2009a, p. 7) 
target of 10 per cent requires, based on August 2011 data, an extra 1,134 WAT/WAH SPSVs.  
To illustrate the time needed to reach this target, at the rate of progress recorded in Table 1 
between May 2011 and April 2012, and assuming no exit of WAT and WAH, this implies, 
other things being equal, a period of 30 years!31 Certainly this is inconsistent with the CTR 
(2009a, p. 33) view that sees the prohibition as lasting over a “short timeframe.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
2009c) which implies a much more limited objective and suggests that the prohibition on new taxis and 
hackneys is  disproportionate. 

26  These cost comparisons are taken from CTR (2009a, Table 1, p. 9; Table 2, p. 10).  For fixed costs the 65 per 
cent increase refers to a new car while the 91 per cent figure refers to a two year old car.  In other words, 
retro-fitting a car is more expensive in relative terms.  

27  CTR (2009a, p. 11). 
28  The fund will devote €0.5 million for new applicants up to a maximum of €15,000 per vehicle.  If the 

maximum is allocated each time then only 33 vehicles will be assisted (CTR, 2011a, p. 3).  The evidence 
suggests that the cost differential between a wheelchair accessible and standard saloon were greater than 
€15,000 for a new vehicle and about €15,000 for a two-year old vehicle (CTR, 2009a, Table 1, p. 9).  In the 
event in 2011 21 grants were awarded from the fund: 16 grants for new vehicles; and, 5 for conversions.  The 
total dispersed was €239,003 or €11,381 per vehicle.  Based on information supplied by the NTA. 

29  Price discounting is discussed in more detail in Section 3.  WAT and taxi regulated maximum fares are the 
same? 

30  The fact that the entry of limousines continues at much the same rate before and after June 2010 suggests 
that these SPSVs are not good substitutes for taxis and hackneys. 

31  The number of SPSVs in August 2011 was 24,120, of which 1,278 were WAH/WAH (Indecon, 2011, p. iv).  The 
shortfall in WAT/WAH to reach the 10 per cent target is 1,134. Between May 2011 and April 2012 there were 
38 new WAH/WAH (Table 1 above).  1,134/38=29.8 years.  An earlier period such as July 2010 to June 2011 
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Table 1: Number of SPSV New Vehicle Licences, by Category, Ireland, 2010-2012 

Month/Year Taxi Hackney Limousine Wheelchair 
Accessible Taxi 

(WAT) 

Wheelchair 
Accessible 
Hackney 
(WAH) 

Jan 2010 0 6 2 1 - 
Feb 2010 3 20 6 14 - 
Mar 2010 13 35 9 11 - 
April 2010 2 10 8 19 - 
May 2010 6 33 10 13 - 
June 2010 0 3 6 12 0 
July 2010 - - 12 2 0 
Aug 2010 - - 9 2 0 
Sept 2010 - - 13 1 0 
Oct 2010 - - 9 0 0 
Nov 2010 - - 8 0 0 
Dec 2010 - - 5 1 0 
Jan 2011 - - 6 1 0 
Feb 2011 - - 7 0 0 
Mar 2011 - - 10 3 0 
April 2011 - - 7 0 1 
May 2011 - - 12 1 0 
June 2011 - - 16 3 1 
July 2011 - - 12 1 0 
Aug 2011 - - 19 4 1 
Sept 2011 - - 15 1 0 
Oct 2011 - - 12 2 0 
Nov 2011 - - 4 5 0 
Dec 2011 - - 10 7 1 
Jan 2012 - - 7 3 1 
Feb 2012 - - 11 2 0 
Mar 2012 - - 12 0 2 
April 2012 - - 15 2 1 

Source: CTR (2011b, p. 11) and information supplied by the National Transport Authority. 
 
 
When the economy improves and demand recovers, however, discounting off the maximum 
fare will gradually cease and waiting times will start to rise due to the prohibition on entry of 
new taxis and hackneys.  At some point in this process it will be profitable for greater 
numbers of WAT/WAH to enter.  However, all users of SPSV vehicles, including the disabled, 
will be paying higher fares and experiencing longer waiting times, compared to a situation in 
which there was no prohibition on entry of taxis and hackneys.32  In effect a new equilibrium 
price will be set geared to the return necessary for a WAT/WAH to enter to meet the 10 per 
cent target referred to above.  At this price existing incumbent taxis and hackneys will be 
earning rents and hence will have an incentive to retain the prohibition on the entry of taxis 
and hackneys.  It is true that there may be more WAT/WAHs than would otherwise be the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                             
would seem inappropriate as there appears to have an increase in the number of SPSV licences, perhaps in 
anticipation of a wider prohibition of new SPSV licences than just taxis and hackneys.    

32  The CTR (2009a, p. 19) in its Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) of the impact of the June 2010 policy thus 
concluded incorrectly that there would be no cost to users of the prohibition.  However, in its RIA the CTR set 
limits to the policy in terms of a timeframe or a target level of WATs in relation to the overall number of 
SPSVs. 
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case,33 but that does not mean that such SPSVs will supply more services to wheelchair 
users, since the returns from servicing other users are likely to be higher, especially with the 
restrictions on entry of taxis and hackneys. 

3. Oversupply: Definition, Causes and Mechanisms 

Excess or over capacity means that there is too much capacity relative to available demand 
at current prices.  Typically, when excess capacity exists firms reduce capacity through plant 
closure/mothballing and/or exiting the market, with the result capacity more closely 
matches demand.  Hence for excess capacity to be a problem implies that market forces are 
unable to achieve a reduction in capacity over a reasonable time horizon.  In other words, 
there are barriers to exit. For example, the market might be characterised by large indivisible 
capital investments, which are long lived with few alternative uses and low marginal costs.  
Several of the instances where the European Commission has allowed restructuring 
agreements - which would otherwise be considered anti-competitive – to reduce capacity 
appears to be consistent with this characterisation.34  

Indecon (2011, pp. 74-76) explain the presence of excess capacity in the SPSV market in 
2011 through a combination of a reduction in demand and a fixed regulated price.  The 
recession, Indecon argue, has caused a shift in the demand curve for SPSV services to the 
left, from D1 to D2011 (Figure 1).  Hence, for any given price, the quantity demanded has 
fallen.  The new equilibrium results in a lower quantity of SPSV services (a shift from q1 to 
q2011) and a lower price (p1 to p2011).  However, “flexible prices” (ibid, p. 74) are required to 
move to the new equilibrium.  Since there is price regulation of SPSV services, with price 
fixed at p1, prices cannot adjust downwards (ibid, p. 75).  Hence the quantity supplied is q1 
rather than q2011.  The degree of excess capacity - q1-q2011 - is the difference between the 
new equilibrium (if prices were flexible) and the actual quantity supplied.35  

The regulated SPSV price set by the regulator, the NTA, is, however, a maximum, not a fixed 
or floor, price.  Hence SPSVs can, should they consider it in their economic interest, reduce 
prices.36  The evidence suggests that SPSVs during the recession have reduced their prices by 
offering discounts off the regulated maximum fare in response to the changes in demand 
and supply.  This author has received several mail shots from taxi companies offering 
reductions in fares.37  More systematic evidence also suggests that SPSV price reductions are 

  
33  It may be, of course, that 10 per cent target is reached on a much reduced SPSV fleet with the result that the 

absolute number of WAT/WAH is lower compared to a situation in which there was no prohibition on the 
entry of taxis and hackneys. 

34  These agreements included synthetic fibres, bricks, petrochemicals, and thermoplastics.  For details see 
Whish (2009, pp. 600-601).  In the case of synthetic fibres state intervention to keep plants open hindered 
the adjustment process according to Shaw and Shaw (1983). 

35  It should be noted that the actual excess capacity measured would be q1-q2, which be an overestimate of the 
actual degree of excess capacity derived from the difference between the two equilibrium quantities. 

36  Agreement amongst suppliers of SPSV services not to offer discounts and adhere to the maximum price 
would be breach of the Competition Act 2002. 

37  For example, in February, May and August 2012, CAB2000 distributed via a mail shot eight coupons, each of 
which offered a discount (e.g. €5 off any pre-booked fare over €25).  The coupons were valid until 30 
November 2012 or in the case of the August 2012 mail shot, to December 2012. 
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not uncommon.  Indecon (2011, p. 84) state, “[O]ne of the features of the current Irish 
market is the existence of discounts and the resultant downward pressure on fares. 
According to survey evidence … 23% of customers indicated that they had secured discounts 
on taxi fares.”38  The Review of the National Maximum Taxi Fare 2010 also commented that 
“there is evidence from the survey of drivers that they are willing to offer a discount when 
they deem it necessary or beneficial” (PA, 2010, p. 31).  The discounts are likely to be 
especially important for SPSVs hired over the phone (61 per cent of SPSV hirings in 2010) as 
compared with hailed on the street and at a taxi rank.39  Such flexibility will facilitate the 
equating of demand and supply at P2011,Q2011, thus reducing, if not eliminating, excess 
capacity. 

If the decline in demand for SPSV services since the onset of the recession is cyclical (i.e., 
temporary and hence will increase once the recession is over) rather than structural (i.e. 
long lasting, permanent), reductions in capacity combined with controls on taxi and hackney 
entry is likely to lead to increased waiting times and reduced fare discounting.  If, on the 
other hand, the decline is structural then some capacity might be removed with little or no 
effect on waiting times and/or discountng.  Hence it is important to determine whether the 
decline in demand is structural or cyclical.  

Indecon, as discussed below, sees the demand for taxis as a positive function of population 
and wage rates.  In terms of population the evidence does not suggest that Ireland’s 
population will decline or even remain flat.  While it is the case that the population growth 
has slowed considerably since 2007, it nevertheless remains positive.40 Eurostat (2011) sees 
Ireland’s population increasing the second fastest of the EU-27 Member States between 
2010 and 2035, 23.4 per cent, and the fastest between 2010 and 2060, 46 per cent.  In the 
immediate future, Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) estimates also anticipate 
population increases, by 1.8 per cent between 2012 and 2016.41  In terms of wages, the 
evidence suggests that wages in the public sector were reduced in 2010, while in the private 
sector this has not been the case.42  Nevertheless, increases in taxation would have lowered 
the average post-tax wage and, combined with increased unemployment, lowered the 

  
38  Indecon (2011, p. 84) interpret this discounting as “yet another indicator of potential oversupply” rather 

than as an equilibrating device for equating supply and demand and relating to the discussion in the Indecon 
report on overcapacity. 

39  Indecon (2011, Figure 2.10, p. 21).  One of the rationales for fare regulation of taxis is that the consumer has 
little bargaining power with respect to the fare (Goodbody, 2009a, p. 69).  This is most likely to occur when a 
taxi is hired on the street.  Hence it is likely that in this segment of the SPSV market there will be least fare 
discounting.  Another rationale for regulaiton is that there are informed consumers (e.g. local persons) and 
uninformed consumers (e.g. tourists) and that regulation prevents the latter from being exploited.  For a 
discussion see Sutton (2000, pp. 87-90). 

40 The population of Ireland increased by 106,000 in 2006 and 2007.  However, the increase subsequently 
declined to 83,100 in 2008, 37,300 in 2009, 11,400 in 2010 before recovering somewhat to 13,600 in 2011.  
The natural increase in population was sufficient to offset the negative net migration.  For details see CSO 
(2011c, Table 1, p. 2). 

41  These estimates are based on the low growth scenario in Bergin et al (2010).  Since the low growth scenario 
has turned out to be too optimistic, the growth in population is likely to be lower than 1.8 per cent.   

42  On private sector wage behaviour see Bergin et al (2012). In the public sector pay was reduced for lower paid 
public servants by 5 per cent, for higher paid 15 per cent, plus there was an increase in the contribution by 
public servants towards their pension.  
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demand for SPSV services.  The level of unemployment is forecast to be 14 per cent for 
2013, before declining somewhat to 13.7 per cent in 2013.43 However, the future depends to 
a considerable degree on the successful resolution of the Euro crisis which, if successful, 
should see a return to growth and employment. Thus there is no reason to assume that the 
decline in demand for SPSV services since the onset of the recession is structural rather than 
cyclical.    

Not only will the recession cause the demand curve for SPSV services to shift to the left, as 
suggested by Indecon, but the supply curve will be likely to shift to the right, offsetting, to an 
uncertain degree, the shift in the demand curve.  In the recession with few job opportunities 
and increased unemployment, particularly among the relatively unskilled, an influx of 
entrants is likely to occur into supplying SPSV services for any given price.44  However, given 
that the demand and supply curves move in different directions it is not possible, without 
additional information, to say whether the equilibrium level of SPSV services has increased 
or decreased or remained the same.  Thus, Indecon, by not considering the supply side, 
present only a partial view of the impact of the recession.  

For excess capacity or oversupply to be a problem implies, as Indecon (2011) acknowledge, 
that there should be barriers to exit.  Barriers to exit are often considered to be present 
where fixed costs are large in relation to variable costs, while the fixed costs themselves are 
largely sunk with zero opportunity costs.  SPSVs do not share these characteristics.45  The 
ratio of variable or running (e.g. fuel, servicing, spares, tyres, cleaning) costs to fixed (e.g. 
insurance, car purchase and fuel, radio rental, insurance, road tax) costs is 71-72 per cent for 
taxis.  Many of the fixed costs are only fixed for a year or less such as insurance, road tax and 
radio rental and hence do not serve as durable barriers to exit.  A notable exception may be 
car purchasing and financing, which accounts for around a third of fixed costs.  However, 
there is a second hand market for cars so that some of the costs can be avoided.  Admittedly 
the second hand market for WAT/WAH and limousines may not be as efficient; however, 
these only account for a small proportion of SPSVs and do not appear to be where the 
problem of excess or oversupply lies, since as noted above these are exempt from the 
prohibition on the issuing of new SPSV licences. 

The proof, however, should be in the pudding.  Given the decline in demand for SPSV 
services some exit would be expected.  The total number of SPSV licences is presented 
annually for 2005 to 2012 in Table 2.  Not surprisingly, as demand increased in the mid- to 
late- 2000s as the economy expanded, the number of SPSV licences increased, but as the 
demand for SPSV services declined with the onset of the recession in 2008, the rate of 
increase in the number of SPSV fell and then become negative.  Since 2010, the number of 
SPSV licences has declined by around 6 per cent a year in 2010 and 2011, before declining 
  
43  See, for example, Duffy et al (2012, Summary Table, n.p). 
44  While Indecon (2011, p. ii) recognise the “lack of alternative employment opportunities” this is not linked to 

the discussion of supply and demand in relation to Figure 1. 
45  All the data concerning fixed and variable costs of taxis is drawn from PA (2010, Table 4.2, p. 25 and Table 

2.5, p. 25).  The costs refer to 2008 and 2010.  Estimating these costs was undertaken as part of the biannual 
review of taxi fares, referred to in Section 2, undertaken since 2006.  
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somewhat in 2012 by 4.4 per cent.  However, the 2012 figures are not based on a full year of 
data for 2012.  This suggests that supply of 13 per cent could be withdrawn by the end of 
2013/early 2014, and 22 per cent by 2015/16.  Indecon (2011, Table 3.1, p. 37 and p. 80) is 
aware that the number of SPSV licences has dropped and that there may be a lag in 
adjustment (ibid, p. ii), but nevertheless still comment that these are “low levels of exit, 
given the extent of oversupply” (ibid, p. 81) and that “market forces on their own will not 
address the oversupply in the short term” (ibid, p. iv).  However, does this make sense given 
the level of oversupply they have identified will be removed within two/three to four/five 
years of 2011?  While markets are not by any means perfect, it is not clear such an 
adjustment path is too slow.46  One benchmark is to examine the change in the number of 
firms in industries with declining sales. For example, if we look at the decade 1970 to 1979 
for those Canadian manufacturing industries that had sales declines of between 0 and -2 per 
cent, then the change in the number of firms was -16.6 per cent over the decade.47    
Another benchmark might be to examine the change in the number of business enterprises 
in Ireland, which is available for 2006 to 2010. This shows that since the onset of the 
recession in 2008 that there has been a decline in the number of enterprises of 4.5 per cent 
in 2008/9 and 5.7 per cent in 2009/10.48  Against these benchmarks, 6 per cent per year 
does not seem excessively slow. 

 

Table 2: Number of SPSV Vehicle Licences,a Ireland, 2005-2012.b 

Year Number of SPSV Licences Annual Change (%) 
2005 21,888 - 
2006 22,580 3.2 
2007 25,695 13.8 
2008 27,429 6.7 
2009 26,937 -1.8 
2010 25,309 -6.0 
2011 23,777 -6.0 
2012c 23,161 -4.4 

a. The data refer to active licences (i.e. those that have paid the annual licence fee).  
b. The number of licences refers to December of each year except for 2012.  For this year see 

footnote c. 
c. For 2012 the number of SPSV licences refers to July 2012 and the annual change refers to the 

change between July 2011 and July 2012. 
Source: Commission for Taxi Regulation (2011b, p. 10) and information supplied by the National Transport 
Authority.  
 

  
46  It should be noted that Indecon (2011, p. ii) argue that “[L]ow levels of exit may also be influenced in part by 

preconceptions that taxi licences may increase in value if restrictions on entry are introduced.”  The TRRG 
(2011, p. iii) reject quantitative controls.  However, in Section 6 below we consider the impact of the TRRG 
recommendations combined with the prohibition on the issuing of new taxi and hackney licences, on 
whether or not SPSV licences are likely to gain in value.  In other words, do existing and future policy changes 
create the expectation of rents being earned and thus discourage exit. 

47  For details see Baldwin and Gorecki (1990, Table 3-3, p. 37).  The data set refers to 141 4-digit manufacturing 
industries.  Industries are compared in 1970 and 1979.  In the industries experiencing a decline in sales the 
number of average number of firms in 1970 was 53.7, in 1979, 44.8. 

48  These data are taken from the Central Statistics Office website.  For further details see: 
http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Statire/SelectVarVal/saveselections.asp.  Accessed 24 September 2012. 

http://www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/Statire/SelectVarVal/saveselections.asp
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The existence of excess capacity may have certain benefits for consumers of SPSV services in 
terms of reduced waiting times. These would need to be considered in coming to a view as 
to the impact of oversupply and the appropriate public policy response.  The price that the 
consumer pays for SPSV services, PSPSV, can be expressed as follows: 

 PSPSV = FareSPSV + WSPSV(t)      (1) 

where FareSPSV is the fare that the consumer pays the SPSV operator and WSPSV (t) is the value 
of the time spent waiting. This way of looking at the price of SPSV services is common in 
both the theoretical (e.g. De Vany, 1975) and empirical (e.g. Fingleton et al, 1998, 
Goodbody, 2009a for Ireland, OFT, 2003, for the UK) literature.  Waiting times are likely to 
be especially important during periods of peak demand when demand and supply are likely 
to be especially tight and hence longer waiting times will be experienced.49 Of course, it may 
be that even at times of peak demand there is more than sufficient supply to ensure waiting 
times are close to zero.  However, this is an empirical issue that has not been investigated. 

In sum, Indecon’s analysis of why there might be overcapacity in the SPSV market is not 
persuasive.  On the contrary, it could be argued that the market for SPSVs is adjusting in a 
timely manner to the reduction in demand through a combination of price declines and exit 
from the market.   

4. Quantifying Oversupply of SPSVs 

Indecon has four different methods of estimating the degree of oversupply or excess 
capacity in the  SPSV market in 2011.  In summarising the results of the application of these 
methods, Indecon (2011, p. iv) reports that the level of excess capacity is between 13 and 22 
per cent of the number of SPSVs in 2011.  Indecon notes that its estimates are illustrative 
and “sensitive to the choice of methodology used and all involve some judgments and 
assumptions concerning the supply and demand balance” (ibid, p. iv).  In this section we 
consider each of the four methods and suggest an alternative and more appropriate 
methodology that could have been used in considering the question of capacity.50 

Method #1: Using the Number of Trips per SPSV in 2005 as a Benchmark for 2011 

The first method uses the number of trips per SPSV in 2005 as a benchmark to predict the 
equilibrium or required level of SPSVs for 2011.  It consists of the following steps: 

  
49  Indecon (2011, p. 62) reject the use of waiting times as follows:  “The OFT and UK policy makers tend to use a 

definition of undersupply.  They measure consumer waiting times for taxis, and if the waiting times are 
significant then an undersupply is assumed.  This measure has a number of advantages and disadvantages, 
but merely observing a waiting time of X does not really tell us if there is an under or oversupply or the extent 
of oversupply.  Further, these waiting times measures can be highly time-of-day/day-of-week/season-specific 
and can also be location-specific.” Even if these objections were accepted, this does not preclude the use of 
waiting times as a factor to be taken into account in considering the possible benefits of excess capacity.  

50  Of course, if the reassessment of the direction of current policy suggested in Section 7 were undertaken, this 
approach could still be used.  
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• The assumption that the number of trips per SPSV was in equilibrium or “market 
balance” in 2005, at 3,518 trips per annum per SPSV.51 

• The number of SPSV trips increased between 2005 and 2008 from 77 million to 100 
million.52 

• The number of SPSV trips was estimated, to be 67 million in 2011.53 
• The equilibrium number of SPSVs in 2011, is therefore, predicted to be 19,045.54  

Since the actual number of SPSVs in 2011 was 24,120,55 overcapacity is 5,075 SPSVs or 
21 per cent of the SPSV fleet in 2011.56 

 

The critical assumptions/steps are the first and the third; it is to these that attention is 
devoted. 

Is 2005 an Appropriate Benchmark?  Indecon (2011, p.88) justify the selection of 2005 
“simply on the basis that it represents a similar level of demand to what currently [2011] 
exists” adding “but inevitably there is judgment involved in the choice of year.”  In other 
words, 77 million trips, demand in 2005, and 67 million trips, predicted demand in 2011, are 
similar.  However, what is relevant in selecting a benchmark year for the level of capacity is 
not whether the overall level of demand is similar, but rather whether or not the benchmark 
year, 2005, has demand and supply conditions that can be used to gauge the appropriate 
level of capacity in 2011.  On this the two years are quite dissimilar:57 2005 was in the middle 
of a period of stable economic growth (4-6 per cent growth in GDP per annum) with 
consistently low unemployment (around 4 per cent) and employment growth, while, in 
contrast, in 2011 the economy had arguably just come out of a severe economic contraction 
with a decline in GDP of 7 per cent in 2008, little subsequent GDP growth, unemployment in 
2011 at 14.2 per cent and declining employment since 2008.  These differing economic 
circumstances suggest that 2005 is not likely to be a good proxy for what should obtain in 
equilibrium in 2011.58 Indeed, given the depth and duration of the current recession it is not 
at all clear that there is a suitable proxy year that could be used. 

 

  
51  The assumption is stated in Indecon (2011, Table 5.7, p. 87), while the number of total number of trips taken 

in 2005 was 77 million (ibid, p. 29), the total number of SPSVs in that year was 21,888 (ibid, Figure 3.1, p. 36), 
yielding 77 million/21,888 = 3,518.  

52  Indecon (2011, p. 29), based on a household survey and presented in Goodbody (2009a, Figure 3.3, p. 18). 
53  Indecon (2011, p. 29). 
54  67 million/3,518=19,045. 
55  Indecon (2011, Table 3.2, p. 38). 
56  Indecon (2011, p. 87) derive slightly different numbers for overcapacity: 4,889 SPSVs or 20 per cent.  This may 

be due to rounding and other factors.  However, these differences for the purposes of this paper do not 
matter. 

57  The data used to characterise the economy is taken from CSO (2011a) and the ESRI’s Quarterly Economic 
Commentary, various issues.  

58  Other changes may also have taken place between 2005 and 2011 that would need to be considered.  For 
example, the importance of taxis as a share of all SPSVs increased from 72 per cent to 76 per cent.  For details 
see Goodbody (2009a, Table 4.3, p. 32) and Indecon (2011, p. iv). 
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Is 67 million SPSV trips the most reliable estimate for 2011?  In contrast to 2005 and 2008, 
there is no direct estimate of the number of SPSV trips in 2011.  Indecon estimates the 
number of SPSV trips in 2011 (Trips2011) as follows, 

Trips2011 = Trips2008 x (1-Chng Index2008-2011),      (2) 

Trips2008 is the actual number of SPSV trips, 100 million.  Chng Index2008-2011 is the change in 
demand for SPSV trips between 2008 and 2011.  Using Indecon’s preferred methodology, 
based on consumer surveys in 2010 and 2011, Chng Index2008-2011 is -33.4 per cent.59  
Substituting in equation (2) yields 67 million SPSV trips in 2011. 

Indecon consider three other estimation methodologies to derive Chng Index2008-2011, details 
of which are presented in Table 3.  Considering all four methodologies, two indicate a large 
decline in demand for SPSV services of between 26 and 33 per cent, while two suggest much 
more modest reductions of between 13 and 16 per cent.  The issue thus arises as to whether 
or not the choice of estimation methodology makes a difference in terms of the number of 
predicted SPSV trips taken in 2011 and hence the degree of excess capacity. 

 

Table 3: Alternative Estimation Methodologies for the Number of SPSV Trips, Ireland, 2011  

Estimation 
Methodology 

SPSV Trips 
2005 

(Millions) 

SPSV Trips 
2008 

(Millions) 

Chng 
Index2008-

2011 
(%) 

SPSV Trips 
2011 
(Est. 

Millions) 

Chng Index 
2005-2008 

Consumer Surveysa 77 100 -33.4 67 n.a. 
Overall Retail Sales 
Volume  

77 100 -12.9 87 7.6- 11.7%b 

Retail Sales Volumes in 
Bars 

77 100 -26.4 74 -7.9% 

Volume of Consumer 
Spending on Public 
Transport 

77 100 -16.3 84 18.9% 

a. Based on weighting consumer surveys that asked consumers to indicate percentage change in use 
of taxis in the previous 12 months (for 2011) and 24 months (for 2010). 

b. Overall retail sales volume including and excluding motor vehicles. 
Source: Indecon (2011, p. 29) for 2005, 2008 and 2011 number of trips, CSO (2011a, Table 13.2, p. 210) for 
change in volume of retail sales and bar sales, and CSO (2011b,Table 14, p. 15) for consumer spending on public 
transport. 
 
 
The choice of estimation methodology does make a difference.  Substituting the different 
values of Chng Index2008-2011 from Table 3 into equation (2) yields corresponding estimates of 
SPSV trips that vary between 67 million and 87 million in 2011 (Table 3).  These estimates 
have quite different implications for whether or not there is excess capacity in terms of the 
number of SPSVs.  Using 3,518 as the benchmark number of trips per annum per SPSV, 
enables estimates of excess capacity to be derived for each estimation method measured in 
terms of the number of SPSVs (Table 4).  Thus there is little or no overcapacity using two 

  
59  See footnote a of Table 3 and for more details see Indecon (2011, p. 25). 
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estimation methodologies, 12.4 per cent and 21 per cent using the other two.  The issue 
therefore arises as to which is the most appropriate estimation methodology. 

 

Table 4: Alternative Estimation Methodologies for the Extent of Excess Capacity of SPSV, Ireland, 
2011  

Estimation Methodology Predicted Number of 
SPSVs in 2011 

 (1) 

Actual minus Predicted 
Number of SPSVs in 2011               

(2) 

Column (2) expressed as 
Percentage to the Actual 
Number of SPSVs in 2011               

(3) 
Consumer Surveysa 19,045 5,075 21 
Overall Retail Sales 
Volumes  

24,730 -610 -2.5 

Retail Sales Volumes in 
Bars 

21,035 3,085 12.4 

Volume of Consumer 
Spending on Public 
Transport 

23,877 243 1.0 

a. Predicted number is expressed as the predicted number of trips (Table 3) divided by 3,518.  
Actual number of SPSVs in 2011 is 24,120. 

Source: Indecon (2011, Table 3.2, p. 38) and Table 3 above. 
 
 
In making this decision, a useful starting point is to test how good a predictor each 
estimation method is for the period 2005 to 2008, since we know that the value of the Chg 
Index2005-2008 is 29.9 per cent (i.e. 100/77-1).60  We can only do this for three of the four 
estimation methods.  The results are recorded in the right hand column of Table 3.  The 
expected change in demand from these indicators varies considerably, from a decline of 7.9 
per cent to an increase of 18.9 per cent.  Since the increase in the number of trips was 29.9 
per cent, the best indicator is consumer spending on public transport at 18.9 per cent, an 
underestimate of the actual increase.  There is some support for this being an appropriate 
indicator.  Schaller (2005) finds in a study of the determinants of the number of taxis in 118 
U.S. cities that the number of subway commuters is one of the key determinants of taxi 
numbers.  If the volume of consumer spending on public transport were used as the 
appropriate estimation methodology then the level of excess capacity in 2011 would be 
trivial – 1 per cent of the SPSV fleet. 

Indecon do not provide any justification for the choice of estimation methodology based on 
consumer surveys, beyond the fact cited above that 67 million is close to 77 million.  That is 
not compelling.  Indeed, before selecting that estimation methodology, Indecon (2011, p. 
29) comment, without justification, that the most likely estimate of the number of SPSV trips 
is between the estimates provided by the consumer survey and retail sales volumes in bars – 
the two estimation methods that result in the highest estimates of overcapacity.  The 
estimation methodology that uses retail sales volumes in bars, as demonstrated above, is 
the worst predictor of the change in demand of number of SPSV trips between 2005 and 

  
60  Indecon (2011) did not report the results of such an exercise.  However, the range of the estimates of 

Trips2011 in Table 3 suggests that the conclusions are clearly sensitive to the estimation methodology and 
therefore some thought might have been given as to the most appropriate estimation methodology. 
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2008.  Hence, given the choice of four estimates of the degree of overcapacity, Indecon 
selected the highest two estimated without providing a reasoned justification. 

In sum, using the number of trips per SPSV in 2005 as a benchmark for 2011 is likely to result 
in an upward bias to the estimate of excess capacity.  Indecon select an estimation 
methodology with respect to equilibrium demand for taxi trips in 2011 that results in 
overcapacity of 21 per cent of the SPSV fleet.  However, on the evidence available an 
alternative estimation methodology is preferable, which results in 1 per cent overcapacity in 
2011. 

Method #2: Using International Norms 

The second method Indecon use to estimate the degree of over or excess capacity is based 
on international norms.  Indecon use the equation: 

 Taxi# = a + cPop + dAveWage    (3) 

The equation is estimated for 23 cities, ranging from Vancouver to Washington DC.61  
Average wages (AveWage) are annual averages for the country in which a particular city is 
located, expressed in US$ using purchasing power parity exchange rates; population (Pop) 
and the number of taxis (Taxi#) appear to be at the city level.  Using equation (3) Indecon 
estimate the number of taxis that Ireland ought to have in 2011, which is then used to 
estimate the oversupply of SPSVs in Ireland at 3,755, accounting for 16.0 per cent of the 
stock of SPSVs (Indecon, 2011, Table 5.7, p. 87). 

In using international norms as a benchmark for the number of SPSVs appropriate for Ireland 
in 2011, cognisance needs to be taken of factors that account for the differing inter-city 
levels of observed SPSVs.  As Goodbody (2009a), in their earlier review of the SPSV market 
comment, studies employing international comparisons have “generally failed to take 
account of the majority of these factors and are therefore relatively useless as a guide” (ibid, 
p.76).62  Such a criticism is valid of the way Indecon uses international norms.  In part this 
reflects the fact that Indecon have only 23 observations with which to estimate equation (3).  
Hence it is not possible to include more than a very small number of independent variables 
in estimating the equation without suffering problems due to limited degrees of freedom. 

The dependent variable in equation (3) is the number of taxis, the results of which are then 
used to predict the number of SPSVs.  There is a considerable disparity in Ireland between 
the number of taxis, 18,238, and the number of SPSVs, 24,120, in 2011 (ibid, Table 3.2, p. 
38).  In other words, taxis only account for 76 per cent of all SPSVs in Ireland.  Furthermore 
the 23 cities used to estimate equation (3) include some that allow non-taxi SPSVs, such as 
London, New York, and Berlin, some where this is not the case, such as Paris and Lisbon, 
  
61  Indecon (2011, Table 4.10, p. 63) refers to 23 observations, which appear to correspond to the cities in 

Figure 4.2, p. 55.  However, one of these cities is Dublin.  It would not seem appropriate to include Dublin in 
estimating equation (3), if indeed that was the case.  

62  The factors cited by Goodbody (2009a, p. 76) include, car ownership levels, availability of public transport 
modes, scale of the tourism industry, extent of drink-driving laws, land use settlement patterns and cultural 
preferences. 
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while in other cities the distinction is not made such as Amsterdam and Stockholm (Darbera, 
2010, Table 15, n.p.).  In London, half of all SPSV journey’s are made by non-taxi SPSVs, 
minicabs (ibid, n.p.).  Indecon in estimating equation (3) does not take these differences into 
account. 

Typically cities which do not restrict entry into the taxi market, such as Dublin, have a larger 
number of taxis, other things equal, than those that impose such restrictions.63  The fact that 
the restriction is effective is reflected in the observation that taxi licenses trade for positive 
sums which vary with the tightness of the restriction.  In the sample of 23 cities used by 
Indecon, several have controls or caps on the number of taxis (e.g. Paris, New York, Lisbon, 
while the Knowledge serves as a barrier to entry in London).64  By not taking into account 
this difference between cities there is a danger that the estimates presented of oversupply 
will be biased upwards. 

Let us assume that the correct equation is: 

 Taxi# = a + bCap + cPop +dAveWage.   (4) 

CAP is a dummy variable equal to 1 when there is a cap on the number of taxis and 0 
otherwise and b is < 0.  Now suppose that the dummy variable Cap is dropped from the 
equation.  The intercept will pick up some of the Cap effect; it will be some kind of weighted 
average depending on the relative importance of cities with a cap on the number of taxis.  
However, using equation (3) to predict numbers for Ireland will be problematic as it will 
underestimate the number of taxis; the corollary of which is to overestimate in the degree of 
excess capacity. 

In sum, due to the small number of observations and the inability to take into account or 
control for many of the differences that determine the number of taxis between cities 
located in other countries means that the estimates of overcapacity based on international 
norms presented by Indecon are unlikely to be a reliable guide to the degree of 
overcapacity.  The fact that Indecon (2011, pp. 54-64) note several of these caveats or 
qualifications does not take away or lessen their gravity. 

  
63  Fingleton et al (1998, Table 6, p. 33) show that following deregulation of price and entry across a number of 

different examples in New Zealand, Sweden and the US substantial increases in taxi numbers (on average 46 
per cent) or taxi companies (on average a 188 per cent increase). 

64  In order to become a taxi driver in London requires passing the Knowledge an investment of two to four 
years.  The Transport for London website states: “All-London drivers' Knowledge is based on learning 320 
routes (or runs). This will help them learn the 25,000 streets and 20,000 landmarks and places of interest in 
the six mile radius of Charing Cross.  It takes between two and four years to pass the All-London Knowledge. 
Once you are licensed you can work anywhere in the Greater London area.”  For details see: 
http://www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/taxisandprivatehire/1412.aspx.  Accessed 12 March 
2012.  Darbera (2010) comments that the Knowledge “has the effect of moderating growth in the number of 
taxis.” 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/taxisandprivatehire/1412.aspx
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Method #3: Using Dispatch Operators 

The third method used by Indecon (2011, p. 77) to estimate the extent of overcapacity of 
taxis was to ask the opinions of a “small sample of dispatch operators.”65  The responses 
were: 

• Significant oversupply of taxis (75 per cent): 
• Neither oversupply or undersupply taxis (0 per cent); and, 
• Significant undersupply taxis (25 per cent).66 

 

The percentages in parenthesis reflect the distribution of responses by the dispatch 
operators and suggest a sample size that is a multiple of four, e.g. four or eight. Responses 
were weighted by Indecon (2011, p. 77) based on the dispatch operators “judgment of the 
percentage of oversupply.”67  The resulting weighted average indicated 22 per cent 
overcapacity.68 

There are a number of difficulties with the dispatch operator estimates.  First, the dispatch 
operator estimate relates to taxis rather than SPSVs.69  As noted above non-taxi SPSVs 
account for a substantial share of the SPSV fleet.  Second, Indecon (2011, p. 77) do not 
comment on the representativeness of the small sample of dispatch operators.  The total 
number of dispatch operators is approximately 300.70  Third, the views of dispatch operators 
may be biased upwards.  Such operators are almost certainly aware of the background and 
context within which the Indecon research was being carried out and hence aware that a 
high estimate of excess capacity is more likely to lead to restrictions on the SPSV market.  
Dispatch operators would benefit from such restrictions if they were able to capture some or 
all of the rents from such restrictions.  This would occur if the dispatch operators owned the 
SPSV licence and there were few or no quantitative restrictions on SPSV drivers operating for 
dispatch operators.   

In sum, there are serious concerns about the representativeness and unbiased nature of 
overcapacity estimates based on the views of dispatch operators. 

  
65  A dispatch operator is defined as “a person engaged in the activity of taking a booking of an SPSV that is 

operated by another person and arranging with the operator or driver of the vehicle to provide the service 
provided” (Goodbody, 2009a, p. 4). 

66  The precise question asked of the dispatch operators is Q5 in the survey questionnaire reproduced in 
Indecon (2011, Annex 1).  Q5 breaks down the categories of oversupply into: a. Significant Over-supply; b. 
Some Over-supply; c. Neither Over-supply nor Undersupply; d. Some Under-supply; e. Significant Under-
supply.  It would appear that no responses were received for b or d. Indecon do not state how small is small. 

67  Dispatch operators were asked “6) If you think there is over-supply, please indicate your best estimate of the 
extent (%) of oversupply:  _________%” (Indecon, 2011, Annex 1).  There was no corresponding question if 
the dispatch operator thought there was under-supply.  

68  It appears that significant over-supply was 44 per cent given that the estimate of overcapacity at 22 per cent  
In other words, (0.75 x 0.44) – (0.25 x 0.44) = 0.22 

69  The Indecon (2011, Figure 5.2, p. 77) figure which presents the distribution of dispatch operator responses 
refers to the ‘Oversupply of Taxis.’   

70  This number is consistent with the estimate for March 2010 (CTR, 2010a, p. 7) and in August 2011 (Gartland, 
2011).  Dispatch operator licensing was only introduced by the CTR in 2009. 
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Method #4: Using Consumer Surveys 

The third method of estimating the degree of overcapacity consists of asking consumers 
whether or not they think that there is overcapacity.  In a RedC consumer survey conducted 
in October 2011 consumers were asked whether there was:71 

• Far too many taxis (21 per cent); 
• Too many (31 per cent); 
• Just enough (40 per cent); 
• Not enough (6 per cent); and,  
• Not nearly enough (3 per cent). 

The percentages in parenthesis reflect the distribution of responses across these five 
categories.72  Fifty-two per cent of consumers think there is excess capacity, while 40 per 
cent take the view there is no excess capacity.   

However, these qualitative results need to be transformed into a quantitative measure in 
order to estimate the degree of oversupply.  To do this Indecon (2011, Table 5.2, p.78) 
attach a weight for each category representing the degree of over or under supply.  For 
example, ‘Far too many taxis’ might be associated with 40 per cent, ‘Just enough’ with zero 
and ‘Not enough’ with -24 per cent.  The weights are then used to derive the extent, if any, 
of overcapacity.  Indecon (2011, Table 5.2, p.78) assign four different possible weighting 
schemes to the five category responses and then calculate the weighted average to derive 
four estimates of the degree of overcapacity: 3.3 per cent; 8.25 per cent; 13.2 per cent; and, 
16.5 per cent.  Indecon select 13.2 per cent as the appropriate estimate (ibid, Table 5.7, p. 
87).  No justification is offered for the choice of 13.2 per cent as compared with any of the 
other three estimates even though one of the estimates results in little if any excess 
capacity.73 

It is not clear how reliable consumers are in terms of estimating overcapacity.  On what basis 
will consumers answer the question?  One obvious source is the number of taxis waiting at a 
taxi rank or the number of taxis on the street.  To the consumer a long line or queue of taxis 
may indicate excess capacity.  However, this may be an unreliable indicator of the degree of 
excess capacity.  First, in 2010 only a third of SPSVs were hired either at a rank (14 per cent) 
or hailed on the street (19 per cent).  Sixty per cent were hired over the phone when the 
consumer would not be in a position to observe the number of taxis available and so make a 
judgment in the extent of overcapacity.74  Second, abstracting from this point, if there is a 
long line of taxis waiting at a taxi rank what is relevant from a capacity point of view is 

  
71  For details see Indecon (2011, Figure 5.2, p. 77). 
72  Note that the discussion is in terms of taxis not SPSVs.  As noted above non-taxi SPSVs are an important 

component of the SPSV market. 
73  However, the weighting system selected – (B) in Table 5.2 – assigns a weight of 40 per cent to the ‘Far too 

many’ response which is similar to the 44 per cent weight used for the ‘’Significant oversupply” category for 
dispatch operator responses discussed below.  However, it is argued that the responses of dispatch operators 
are likely to be biased upward, suggesting that the weighting scheme (B) will result in too high an estimate of 
overcapacity.  

74  For details see Indecon (2011, Figure 2.10, p. 21). 
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turnover; how long taxis have to wait for a fare.  It is not clear that consumers are in a 
position to make judgments on this issue. 

In sum, the use of consumer surveys to derive an estimate of excess capacity of 13.2 per 
cent is based on an arbitrary weighting of consumer response.  Equally plausible weights 
suggest little excess capacity.  There are also doubts as to reliability of consumer estimates 
of the degree of excess capacity. 

An Alternative Methodology: Measuring Capacity at the Peak 

Demand for SPSV services has pronounced peaks and troughs.  In 2011, for example, 60 per 
cent of SPSV trips were taken on Friday and Saturday, while 53 per cent were taken between 
9pm-1am and 1am 5am.75  It is important that at busy times such as these there is adequate 
supply to meet demand.  One method of measuring the degree to which supply meets 
demand is waiting times.  One of the major benefits to consumers of SPSV services is the 
reduction in waiting times since liberalisation in 2000.76  Ideally an optimal distribution of 
waiting times could be compared to the distribution of actual waiting times to gain an 
indication of the degree of overcapacity (or alternatively consumers and dispatch operators 
estimates of oversupply could relate to a defined busy period on Saturday evening).  We do 
not have such a distribution.  Indecon (2011, p. 62) reject the use of waiting times as an 
indicator of oversupply on the grounds that “merely observing a waiting time of X does not 
really tell us if there is an under or oversupply or the extent of oversupply.”  Nevertheless it 
is the case that waiting times can cast light on the issue of the balance of supply and 
demand. 

A corollary of oversupply is waiting times should be shorter.  As supply increases, relative to 
demand, there should be more SPSVs available to respond to given number of requests for 
hire.  Although no evidence is presented in Indecon on waiting times, some is presented in 
Goodbody (2009a) comparing 2005 with 2008.  As noted above economic conditions were 
reasonably good in 2005; however, this was not the case in 2008, with a decline in GDP of 7 
per cent and unemployment at 5.7 per cent.  The number of SPSV was 21,888 in 2005 and 
27,429 in 2008 (Indecon, Figure 3.1, p. 36).  As expected waiting times improved in 2008 
compared to 2005.  In 2008, 21.1 per cent of consumers said that they disagreed with the 
statement that ‘Taxis/hackneys are easily hired at busy periods’ while 8.6 per cent strongly 
disagreed; in 2005 the corresponding percentages were 28.9 and 8.2, respectively 
(Goodbody, 2009a, Table 6.6, p. 51).  Comparable data for 2011 would indicate whether or 
not a substantial percentage of SPSV users still felt that it was not easy to hire SPSVs in busy 
time.  This would not only provide a check on the estimates of oversupply77 but also indicate 
the degree to which consumers benefit from any overcapacity and thus provide a basis for 
policy to consider costs and benefits. 

  
75  Indecon (2011, Figure 2.8, p. 19; Figure 2.9, p. 20).  The figures refer to taxi and hackney services. 
76  Goodbody (2009a, pp. 48-51).   
77  And also the unsupported statement in TRRG (2011, p. 22) that “in general, availability of taxis is not an issue 

for consumers in urban areas … “ 
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Presenting the Results on Oversupply 

Indecon summarise their estimates of the degree of overcapacity by presenting four 
estimates of the degree of overcapacity in the SPSV fleet in 2011, detailed in column 1 of 
Table 5.78  Caveats – as mentioned above – are included along with these estimates.  
Reference is made to the fact that “weaknesses in these approaches should be noted ...” and 
that all estimates “involve some judgments and assumptions” (Ibid, p. iv).  Nevertheless, 
having entered these caveats and qualifications, Indecon (2011, p. iv) state: 

The results presented … indicate that the level of oversupply has increased significantly in 
recent years, reflecting significant falls in demand.  On a national level, oversupply is 
estimated to be in the range of 13-22% of the current SPSV fleet. 

These findings are then used by the TRRG to design a series of measures to reduce the 
supply SPSVs. 

 

Table 5: Alternative Estimates of Overcapacity of the SPSV Fleet, Ireland, 2011. 

Methodology for 
Estimating 
Overcapacity in 2011 

Indecon’s 
Preferred 

Estimate of 
Overcapacity 
(per cent of 
SPSV fleet) 

(1) 

Indecon’s 
Alternative 

Estimates of  
Overcapacity (per 

cent of SPSV 
fleet) 

(2) 
 

Author’s 
Comments on Methodology 

 
 
 
 

(3) 

Assuming the number 
of trips per SPSV in 
2005 as a benchmark 
for 2011 

21 1, 2.5, 12 The benchmark is likely to result in an 
upward bias to estimated level of 
overcapacity. The evidence suggests that 1 
per cent is a better indicator of overcapacity. 
No coherent justification is offered for the 
choice of 21 per cent 

International Norms 16 None An unreliable guide to the degree of 
overcapacity since Indecon is unable to take 
into account many of the factors that result 
in differences between countries in the 
number of SPSVs 

Consumer Surveys 13 3, 8, 16 Doubts about validity of consumer 
perceptions of overcapacity.  No justification 
for choice of 13 per cent. 

Dispatch Operators 22 None Serious concerns about the size and 
representativeness of the sample of dispatch 
operators.  Estimates of overcapacity based 
on views of dispatch operators likely to be 
biased upwards. 

Source: Indecon (2011, various pages) and the text.  
 

The essence of the discussion above is that the analysis conducted by Indecon does not 
support its conclusions.  First, the explanation that Indecon provide for why there might be 
overcapacity in the SPSV fleet takes no account of the fact that taxi rates are flexible 
  
78  These estimates are presented this way in the Executive Summary (Indecon, 2011, p. iv) and in the text itself, 

(ibid, Table 5.7, p. 87; Table 8.3, p. 127). 
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downwards and that supply as well as demand reacts to the recession.  Second, Indecon in 
the two instances where it has a choice amongst different estimates of overcapacity selects 
the highest (21 per cent) or next highest (13 per cent), but with either no explanation for the 
choice or one that is not compelling (column 2, Table 5).  Lower estimates are equally 
plausible, in two cases the evidence suggests that the overcapacity is between 1 and 3 per 
cent.  Third, in varying degrees all four methodologies have important shortcomings which 
Indecon is unable to overcome (column 3, Table 5).  While in two cases, using 2005 trips per 
SPSV as a benchmark and international norms, it is true Indecon refer to these shortcomings, 
but for the other two methodologies this is not the case.  In sum, the estimates of 
oversupply presented by Indecon are not only are likely to be biased upwards, but are also 
insufficiently robust to support a series of measures designed to reduce the number of SPSV 
licences.  This is not to deny, however, that there may be grounds for strengthening 
qualitative controls to improve standards and effective enforcement, issues discussed in 
Section 6.  

5. Oversupply and Non-compliant Operators 

Compliant SPSV operators have a valid SPSV licence, a valid SPSV vehicle licence, and a 
vehicle that meets the standards set by the regulator.  The SPSV operator should not work 
excessive hours or hire their SPSV to a third party who does not possess a SPSV driver’s 
licence.  Furthermore, the compliant operator must have his or her tax affairs in order and 
not be in receipt of social welfare benefits that preclude working or, if they can work, that 
they do not exceed the limit on the number of hours that can be worked.  At one extreme a 
non-compliant operator might not fulfil any of these conditions and hence operate 
completely outside the regulatory regime, at the other they might work an extra hour, but 
be fully compliant in all other respects.  Non-complying SPSV operators are likely to enjoy 
unfair or inappropriate advantages over compliant SPSV operators that incur the full cost of 
regulatory compliance.  Furthermore, the presence of non-compliant SPSV operators might 
lead to a lower quality of service to customers if, for example, such operators work excessive 
hours with the result that there is an increased probability of an accident. 

Indecon (2011, p. ii) state that the “level of oversupply is influenced by the impact of non-
compliant operators in the sector.”  Indecon, on foot this observation, make two 
recommendations concerning better enforcement and see removal of non-compliant 
operators as a key issue for reducing supply (ibid, p. viii).  Indecon’s conclusion, albeit (as is 
demonstrated below) somewhat exaggerated, has gained a certain amount of traction.  A 
recent Irish Times (2012) editorial, for example, stated that Indecon’s “underlying 
assumption was that tax evasion and social welfare non-compliance remained high within 
the industry, along with the number of illegal operators and work time abuses.”79  However, 
Indecon (2011) provide no estimates or discussion of the issue of the degree of non-
compliance and how that might affect the supply of SPSV services.  Hence, it is not at all 
  
79  Indecon (2011) did not state that the prevalence was high only that non-compliance influenced the level of 

oversupply. 
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clear that Indecon have the evidence – as opposed to the assumption - to support their 
recommendations. 

Indecon (2011) does not offer evidence on the extent of non-compliance nor the 
competitive disadvantage suffered by compliant SPSV operators.  What little evidence that is 
available suggests that the problem of non-compliant SPSV operators is not large.  
Goodbody (2009a) after stating that estimating the degree of illegal operation “is very 
difficult to gauge” comment that “[H]owever, Gardai and Commission [i.e. the regulator] 
enforcement activity such as spot checks have indicated very low levels of non-compliance” 
(ibid, p. 85).  The TRRG (2011, p. 13) state that there are “only a small percentage of drivers 
who are operating vehicles illegally, either while claiming payments to which they are not 
entitled from the Department of Social Protection or while being non-compliant with 
Revenue’s tax requirements.” Hence the incidence of non-compliance does not appear to be 
widespread, although clearly more research is required on different kinds of non-compliance 
to verify this result. 

Non-compliant SPSV operators will, other things being equal, have lower costs than a 
compliant SPSV operator.  It is not clear, however, how this will affect supply.  With the new 
entry of taxis and hackneys prohibited since June 2010, non-compliant SPSV operators might 
just experience higher profits.  On the other hand, such SPSV operators might decide to 
discount fares, which is likely to result in some displacement of compliant SPSV operators 
and to some increase in supply of SPSV services.  The impact of these effects on profits, 
displacement and supply depends, inter alia, on the cost advantage of the non-compliant 
compared to the compliant SPSV operator.    

The cost structure of a compliant taxi driver was estimated as part of the 2010 review of the 
maximum national taxi fare (PA, 2010).80  The same running or variable costs would likely be 
incurred by both the compliant and non-compliant taxi operator.  Such costs include fuel, 
servicing, cleaning, etc (ibid, Table 4.2, p. 25).  In contrast, in terms of fixed costs some of 
these would not be incurred by a non-compliant taxi operator (ibid, Table 4.3, p. 25).  These 
include: taxi vehicle license renewal, SPSV driver licence; meter verification; and meter 
calibration.  However, in 2010 these costs amounted to only 2.5 per cent of the €10,165 
annual fixed costs of a taxi operator, or 1.4 per cent of the €17,496 fixed and variable costs.  
In terms of taxi regulatory costs, these appear to be quite small in relation to other costs and 
hence unlikely to offer the non-compliant taxi operator a cost advantage that will result in 
significant additional supply. 

Turning now to the non-compliant SPSV operator who is in receipt of social welfare benefits 
it is not clear how this will affect supply.  These benefit(s) are received irrespective of the 
amount earned from being a SPSV operator.  The decision to become an SPSV operator will 
depend on the costs and the benefits of providing that service.  It is not clear how being in 
receipt of these benefit(s) will affect that calculus.  There may be an indirect effect in that 
the sum of the social welfare benefit(s) and the income from being a non-compliant SPSV 
  
80  As noted above the CTR only sets fares for taxis not other SPSVs. 
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operator increases the wage at which the individual will work in an alternative occupation.  
Nevertheless, steps have been taken to discourage persons claiming social welfare benefits 
and working as SPSV operators through the exchange of information between the CTR and 
the Department of Social Protection since at least 2009.81 

In sum, ensuring compliance with the laws governing the operation of an SPSV is clearly 
desirable.  However, the conflation of the extent of oversupply with non-compliance tends 
to overstate the importance of the latter.  Since the evidence suggests that the degree of 
non-compliance is small rather than large and existing enforcement strategies are already in 
place, there is a danger that devoting greater resources to ensuring compliance will lead to a 
misallocation of resources.  There is an optimal level of non-compliance which is almost 
certainly not zero. 

6. The Impact of the Taxi Regulation Review Groups Recommendations 

The TRRG’s 46 recommendations (or actions) are organised under seven headings: 

• Driver licensing. 
• Vehicle licensing and standards. 
• Accessible services 
• Compliance and enforcement. 
• Consumer and industry assurance. 
• Fleet management and rental controls. 
• Rural hackney service. 

 

These recommendations are currently being implemented, with the NTA playing a key role. 

Apart from recommendations relating to accessible services and rural hackney services, all 
the other categories contain recommendations that, in varying degrees, are concerned with 
securing greater compliance with the tax, social welfare benefit and regulatory environment.  
However, other things being equal, these recommendations are likely to have a small effect 
on the number of SPSVs.  Small because the evidence suggests that the degree of non-
compliance is not large, the cost advantage of a non-compliant operator is small compared 
to a compliant operator and enforcement mechanisms are already in place.  Legitimate SPSV 
operators will gain from the reduction in competition from non-compliant SPSV operators, 
while consumers will be less subject to hazards of SPSV operators working excessive hours.  
However, not all of the TRRG recommendations are consistent with these goals.  In some 

  
81  The CTR’s (2010b, p. 20) Annual Report & Financial Statements for 2009 notes, “[D]ata is exchanged between 

the Commission for Taxi Regulation and the Department of Social Protection strictly for control of fraud and 
abuse. All data exchanges take place using secure methods and any data that does not warrant investigation 
is destroyed. Information provided on approximately 24,500 licence holders resulted in 1,775 matched to 
Social Welfare claims. Details of matches were sent to the relevant areas in the Department of Social 
Protection for investigation. Information was also provided regarding approximately 1,600 multiple licence 
holders, which resulted in 83 matches to Social Welfare claims. Very substantial savings have been made 
from the activity, with indications of savings in excess of €1m to date.” No mention of these efforts is made in 
Indecon (2011) while TRRG (2011, p. 13) refers to some information exchange taking place on a “limited ad 
hoc basis” between the CTR and the Department of Social Protection but provides no further details. 
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cases the recommendations will raise costs for consumers and, it could be argued, 
disproportionately, given the scale of the problem.  Indeed, some of the recommendations 
are not relevant to either the problem of non-compliance or oversupply. 

The adverse effects of the TRRG recommendations arise because a number of them are 
likely to limit the flexibility of the market to respond to changes in demand and supply, 
especially during busy periods, while at the same time obscuring market signals.  We 
consider these issues under two headings: restrictions on SPSV licenses; and part time SPSV 
operators.  

Licence Restrictions 

A prohibition is recommended by the TRRG “on the transferability of taxi vehicle licences 
such that after 1st October 2012 all taxi vehicle licences will be unique to the person to 
whom the licence has been issued and cannot be transferred or sold to another individual 
(ibid, p. 17).”  The rationale for this recommendations is that the TRRG “considered … [it] 
necessary to move away from a system whereby a licence will have value in itself. A licence 
should determine a person’s suitability to carry out a function and it should not have 
monetary value or be traded on the open market (ibid, p. 16).”  Preventing trading of 
licenses does not mean the license does not have value, rather it means that there will not 
be an open transparent method of determining whether or not it has value.  A license will 
have value if there are binding quantitative and/or qualitative restrictions on entry and 
hence its value provides important information to the regulator.  The discussion in Section 2, 
for example, suggested that the measures introduced in 2010 prohibiting new taxis and 
hackneys, is likely to lead to such a license gaining value.  Without a market in SPSV licences 
it will be difficult to determine whether this is the case or not.  Furthermore, prohibiting the 
transfer of a license limits flexibility in the SPSV market;82 if part way through a year a person 
has to exit the SPSV market they are not in a position to sell the licence and hence this may 
result in less entry, since barriers to exit can also act as barriers to entry.  Finally, of course, 
effort – entirely socially unproductive – will be made to trade SPSV licences by circumventing 
the regulations if licences become valuable.  In sum, restricting the transferability of SPSV 
licences has little in the way of a credible justification. 

  
82  However, it could be argued that prohibiting transferability increases flexibility.  If SPSV licences are traded 

rents become capitalised in the purchase price; the new owner is likely to resist issuing of more licences since 
they would suffer a capital loss.  On the other hand, if the licence is not transferable then, it could be argued, 
the original owner although experiencing a loss in income is unlikely to experience a capital loss and hence 
resist change less.  This line of argument ignores the fact that the original owner is likely to have adjusted 
their life style to the higher income.  For example, the SPSV license holder may have made certain quasi 
irreversible decisions on the basis of a continuous stream of rents, such as taking out a mortgage or buying a 
more expensive car.  Resistance to change is thus likely to be just as intense compared to a situation where 
licences are traded. In both cases, in order to ensure flexibility the regulator needs to manage expectations 
by clearly stating policy with respect to SPSV licensing and taking measures to signal credible implementation 
strategies.  In the case of the prohibition on new taxi and hackney licenses announced by the CTR in 2010, 
discussed in Section 2, this was lacking. 
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Part-Time SPSV Operators 

A number of the TRRG recommendations are likely to raise costs for part-time SVSP drivers.  
Such drivers will be required to submit a form from their employer agreeing that being an 
operator of a SPSV is “fully compatible with his/her other employment” (ibid, p. 14) in order 
to encourage better compliance with working time legislation.  No evidence is provided in 
the TRRG (2011) to demonstrate that part-time, as compared to full-time, drivers are more 
likely to work excessive hours, or that they do not already tell their employer.  No 
alternatives such as those cited by the OFT (2003, p. 39) which apply to both part and full 
time SPSV operators are discussed or considered.  Nor is there any attention paid to the 
proposal by the Revenue Commissioners (2011) and the Department of Social Protection 
(2011), in their submissions to the TRRG, for the use of taximeters that would not only 
record hours worked but also record fare revenue to assist in ensuring tax compliance.83  
There is no discussion of the possibility that insurance markets might already act as a 
deterrent to SPSV drivers working excessive hours.  Driver fatigue increases with hours 
worked which, other things being equal, will lead to an increased risk of accidents and higher 
insurance premiums.  Hence drivers will take this into account and tend not to work 
excessive hours. The evidence is consistent with such a mechanism operating since in the UK 
accident rates were “no higher in jurisdictions [i.e. local authorities] where the market was 
deregulated and longer working hours the norm,” than in local authority markets where 
entry was regulated.84  

It is also proposed “to introduce distinctive ‘branding’ of taxis (and wheelchair accessible 
taxis). This would take the form of a semi-permanent decal (vinyl adhesive material printed 
with a particular design) applied to the vehicle body, potentially to the doors on either side 
of the vehicle” (TRRG, 2011, p. 23).  The TRRG argues that such branding “will provide 
greater recognition of taxis, promote greater professionalism of the industry and reduce the 
potential for unlicensed vehicles to operate as taxis. Affordability for operators will be a key 
consideration in the development of this proposal” (ibid, p. 23).  No evidence is presented 
that consumers have difficulty identifying taxis and WATs at present.  While this 
recommendation is likely to reduce the presence of unlicensed vehicles there are other 
recommendations that are likely to have the same effect.  However, this recommendation 
may also reduce the supply of part time taxis since it not only raises the fixed cost of entry 
but also limits the use of a taxi to the extent that the distinctive branding cannot be easily 
removed, something of much less concern to full-time taxis.   

  
83  The Revenue Commissioners (2011) argued that “[I]t is Revenue’s view that changes to the quality and detail 

of information stored on taximeters would improve the levels of tax compliance in the sector.  In addition to 
improving tax compliance this information could also be used to police such areas as safe working hours for 
taxi drivers (p. 3).”  The issue of taximeter was examined in Goodbody (2009b).  It suggested that the 
Commission on Taxi Regulation announce that it was their intention to require non-resettable totalisers in 
the medium term (ibid, p. 49).  Under the Measuring Instruments Directive, 2004/22/EC, all taximeters sold 
after 2016 have to be of this type. 

84  Goodbody (2009a, p. 81) drawing on OFT (2003, pp. 38-39).  
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A similar argument applies to a consultation process for proposals for mandatory provision 
of items such as “in-vehicle security cameras” and “a partition separating the driver from the 
front seat from the remainder of the vehicle (ibid, p. 24).” No evidence is presented 
concerning the extent of robbery of SPSVs, whether it has gone up or down or the 
effectiveness of methods are currently employed to prevent such assaults (e.g. a button that 
can be pressed by the SPSV operator alerting a central dispatcher who is able to track the 
SPSV via satellite).      

The TRRG (2011, pp. 22-23) recommendations are explicit concerning creating a level playing 
field between the part and full time SPSV operator: 

… a key concern within the industry has been the opinion that the “part time 
operator” enjoys a benefit over the committed full time professional and that a 
more identifiable taxi would be of assistance in enhancing the overall 
professionalism of the industry. Given the varied fleet, a degree of “uniform 
branding” would serve to better identify the licensed vehicle to the consumer, 
while ensuring that the professional operator (be they full-time or part-time), 
make the same level of investment and commitment to the industry (ibid, pp. 22-
23). 

 

In part it also reflects a view that SPSV operators should be primarily full time operators.85   
While such a view might be tenable for some 9 am to 5 pm occupations, this 
characterisation is completely at variance with the demand pattern for SPSV services.   

It is not clear that the purpose of SPSV regulation should be to raise the costs of both part 
time and full time SVSP operators, which will only feed through to higher prices for 
consumers, with a view to protecting and promoting the role of the full time operator.  
Rather the purpose should be to create a flexible responsive SPSV service.  The data clearly 
show pronounced peaks in demand to SPSV services, which are concentrated at the 
weekend.  It is at such peak times that adequate supply is essential so as to ensure short 
waiting times for consumers.  It is therefore important that part-time SPSV operators are 
able to enter without excessive regulatory induced costs that will deter entry and lead to a 
lower quality of service measured in terms of waiting times.   

7. Conclusion and Implications 

The purpose of this paper has been to evaluate the policy response to the challenges posed 
by the drastic decline in demand for SPSV services, leading to longer hours of work and 
lower hourly returns.  When sectors are subject to such stress, firms and workers often seek 
government intervention to provide shelter and protection from market forces.  How did 
government respond to demands for protection, such as the proposed moratorium on 

  
85  This view is advanced strongly by the Chairman of the TRRG.  In evidence before Oireachtas Joint Committee 

on the Environment, Culture and the Gaeltacht, on 29 February 2012, the Minister stated, “I am very much in 
favour of full-time taxi drivers.  I think that they are the bones of the industry and they need to be supported.  
I said quite publicly that I believe we must create an industry that is worthwhile to work in, where a person 
can earn a decent wage for a decent days work.”  
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issuing new licences?  How did the government balance the regulatory aims of consumer 
welfare with producer driven demands? What methodology was used to evaluate these 
demands?  Did the circumstances merit the policy prescription of the government?  What 
are the wider lessons of the Irish experience? 

The evidence presented in this paper suggests that the SPSV market appears to have 
adjusted well to the changed economic circumstances.  The reduction in demand for SPSV 
services has been met by a price and quantity adjustment. Prices are regularly discounted off 
the regulated maximum fare, while the number of SPSV operators has dropped by 6 per cent 
per year since 2010.  Even if the Indecon estimates of oversupply, albeit arguably biased 
upwards, are accepted, all oversupply would be eliminated by the end of 2013/early 2014 at 
the earliest, and 2015/16 at the latest.  Appropriate strategies appear to have been put in 
place to deal with non-compliance with social welfare and tax rules.  In other words, given 
this record, there would not seem to be any strong grounds for further intervention in the 
SPSV market.   

The TRRG recommendations for extensive policy intervention are based on the view that 
there is considerable oversupply of SPSV services, which is influenced in an important way 
by non-compliant operators and that there is low exit from the industry.  The evidence 
suggests that this characterisation of the SPSV market is incorrect.  Indeed, as argued above, 
the TRRG recommendations which are being implemented, while no doubt containing 
sensible suggestions with regard to wheelchair accessible services and rural hackney 
services, at the same time are likely to reduce the flexibility of the SPSV market based on a 
model that seeks to favour the role of full time taxi operator.  When combined with the 2010 
prohibition on the issuing of new taxi and hackney licences, there is a real danger that when 
the economy revives and demand for SPSV services increases that there will be increased 
waiting times as there were in the 1990s when taxi numbers were restricted.  There is an 
urgent need to reconsider these policy initiatives. 

The development of policy that has led to this state of affairs raises a number of issues 
concerning regulatory independence and the role of regulators charged with acting in the 
consumer interest.  The CTR is an independent regulatory agency that was rolled into the 
NTA on 1st January 2011. The CTR developed an expertise in regulating the SPSV market.  The 
vast majority of the issues addressed by the TRRG fall within the remit of the CTR and had 
been addressed, in varying degrees, in earlier CTR decisions and consultation exercises.  
Mechanisms exist to ensure that regulators remain independent while at the same time are 
responsive to the political system.  The most important mechanism is a Ministerial Policy 
Directions under Section 10 of the Taxi Regulation Act 2003.  Such Policy Directions are 
general and have to be followed by the CTR in the exercise of its functions, provided that the 
Minister gives reasons for the Policy Direction.  A general Policy Direction to the CTR to 
examine the issues of oversupply, non-compliance and adjustment mechanisms and how 
they might inform CTR decision-making, would have preserved the independence of the 
regulatory process.   
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A number of the bodies represented on the TRRG have a strong consumer focus in their 
mandate, including the Competition Authority, which sees as its mission to “to ensure that 
markets work well for Irish consumers, business and the economy,”86 the CTR, whose 
mandate was set out in Section 2 above, and the former Chair of the Consumers Association 
of Ireland.  However, these bodies seem to have accepted the recommendations of the 
TRRG and the Indecon report.87  There were no dissenting views or minority reports 
questioning even one of the recommendations or the empirical evidence.  If the arguments 
of this paper are valid then there are grounds for questioning much of the underlying 
research and several of the recommendations.  However, because nobody spoke up, these 
recommendations are being implemented even though the impact, taken together with 
existing regulations prohibiting new taxi and hackney licences, are likely to be to the 
detriment of the consumer of SPSV services. 

Finally, there is a large international literature on the impact of pressures to bring about 
more restrictive regulation in bad economic times.88  This can be quantitative, as in the case 
of prohibition on new taxi and hackney licences, or qualitative such as the restrictions on 
part time operators and measures designed to restrict licences.  Careful study of such 
attempts in what might be termed structurally competitive markets, such as trucking and 
taxis, often suggests that there is little justification for such restrictive regulation, which 
damages consumers to the benefit of producers.89  Therefore there needs to be a constant 
vigilance to ensure that such lessons are taken on board before policy is made, rather than 
relearned after the policy has been implemented and the results observed.  It appears that 
SPSV regulation in Ireland is more likely to fall into the latter rather than the former 
category.    

  

  
86  See Competition Authority website: http://www.tca.ie/.  Accessed on 4 June 2012. 
87  This contrasts sharply with efforts at regulatory reform in pharmacy where there were several ‘reservations’ 

of the key stakeholders that constituted the Pharmacy Review Group (2003). 
88  Sometimes this takes the form of relaxing competition laws as occurred during the Great Depression in the 

US.  For details see, for example, Cole and Ohinian (2004). 
89  See, for example, Kahn (1988, Volume II, pp. 178-193) concerning trucking. 

http://www.tca.ie/
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